2013 kia optima starter

I was headed to work but all of a sudden I'm frustrated because not once not twice but a couple
of times I'm trying to turn on the car and nothing. I had to find someone to give me a boost and
it turned on. I right away took it to a place where they check batteries and they said the battery
is in great shape. I made an appointment to bring it to Kia and have it checked out. Turns out
the computer says the car is great. Here I am 3 weeks later still having this problem and no one
can find the problem. I don't want to be on the highway driving and this car shuts off on me for
no apparent reason. What do I do? Two times now my car wouldn't start. Let me set the scene.
Went to pick up friend at work and had time to kill before they got off so I shut my car off. Then
when ready to leave car wouldn't start. Now this happened 2 different times and only happened
when I shut off the car and stayed in vehicle. Both times I had to jump it and it did start but now
I'm so paranoid I back into the garage just in case. I assume that since I stayed in the car
without opening the door and getting out it somehow didn't quite care for this. This is minute
compared to the other issues I have. I'm sorry to say that my current experience with Kia is not
a good review I just purchased a Kia in Dec and since that I've found myself on the side of the
road waiting to be towed. My entire electrical system went out and I had to fight with corporate
to assist in the repairs Needless to say that was eventually repaired. But here I am six months
later and the car will not run so they replace the battery for the second time because that what
they stated the problem was but to no avail I found my self on the side of the road again. Yes I
drive the car on a regular but these problems should not happen so fast on a brand new vehicle.
Ok now so I take it back to the shop and I'm told they do not have a clue what the problem is
and suggest that maybe I look into a nother vehicle. Now it's about customer loyalty Defined by
webster: the quality or state or an instance of being loyal: A loyal feeling: A feeling of strong
support for someone or something. So I am told that we are going to help you because we are
sorry that our car has given you so may problems and we want you as a customer I've sent
others to purchase a car as well we are going to let you see a car with all of the perks and things
that you like The Optima EX is a beautiful car but I feel like I'm in a catch 22 because my car
stopped on me not because I stopped on it.. I was freezing waiting ovber an hour for KIa help. I
went to my bank and parked my car. When I came back to my car and went to start it all of the
lights flashed and it would not do anything. I got stranded at my bank. Update from Jan 31, : It
turns out that it was a parking sensor that went bad. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Ask your Kia dealer. Most Common Solutions: not sure 3 reports replace battery 2 reports
parking sensor 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Optima problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Kia mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Kia Motor
Optima owners have reported 21 problems related to starter under the electrical system
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Kia Motor Optima based on all problems reported for the
Optima. Then my engine starting knocking. My car would still start but would only go mph while
make knocking engine noises. Took my kia Optima to the kia dealership. They replaced the
engine due to recall. But didn't replace the starter, after I got my car back my starter went out
completely! Dec took my kia to kia dealership. They told me it was my starter. I told them I had
the extended warranty for the engine recall. Found out kia replaced 5 out 7 starters when they
replaced the engine due to recall. But they won't replace my starter because it's been over a
year from the engine replacement. I told them my cars been parked the entire year due to covid
and I thought I just needed a battery. I bought a battery but my car still would start. My steering
wheel was shaking and making noises, I paid kia to fix it now I found there's a cuff link recall
and kia will reimburse me. I keep having trouble with kia Optima! I will never buy a kia again!
See all problems of the Kia Motor Optima. I was coming of the freeway when all of a sudden my
car just turned itself off. Luckily I was able to manage to pull over to the side quickly enough to
avoid any collision. I tried to change the starter because I was told that was bad. It hasn't been
able to start up again since it first stopped on me. I was driving on a main road about 50 miles
an hour when car lost ability to accelerate, lights and everything were still on. I was able to
coast to a side street to pull over and park the car. I shut it off and then when I tried to restart it
black smoke with an electrical type smell came from under the hood. Kia dealership said motor
was seized and replaced it under a recall. Then they said it needed fuel pump and battery which
battery was only 6 months old , so I had both replaced. I drove for 2 days and had trouble
starting the car so I took back to dealership. They said it needed a starter and an electrical
assessment for a short, as starter began smoking with the vehicle not even running. I dont
understand why the junction box would randomly fail or short and need replacement, unless it
was part of the original black smoke electrical smell that happened when engine seized in the

first place. My starter would not turn over to start my car after driving it. When I got to my
destination I couldn't restart the car and there was smoke coming from under the hood. I had 2
starters put in thinking that was the issue and after the 2nd starter was installed the car still had
smoke. The electrical wires were burnt and burning and the car still will not start. My kia Optima
displayed several electrical issues with radio panel, warning lights on dash, seat belt warning
on while buckled and driving, and doors would lock on their own weeks prior to the car giving
out on me after a quarter of a mile drive. It would not start at all. Mechanic thought it was a
starter issue but turned out that the engine locked. Now this. There was no smoke or other
warnings right before it stopped. I had noticed the smell of wires or some type of electrical
components burning after driving the car a few times over the last few years but wasn't sure of
where it may have been coming from. Would be great if I didn't have to spend a lump sum to
repair motor while still paying off the car!. I was notified by kia earlier this year that my vehicle
was involved in a recall because the engine could seize causing a safety issue. I then pulled
over to restart my vehicle, a short time later I noticed smoke coming from under the hood. I was
told by kia upon their inspection that the starter is where the fire originated due to the seized
engine. The vehicle burned and is now a total loss. This caused a 3 lane closure on the freeway
at 5pm as well as a crash due to spectators. The contact owns a kia Optima. While driving
approximately 55 mph, the vehicle experienced a complete loss of engine power. The contact
was able to coast the vehicle to the side of the road and attempted to restart the vehicle. During
each attempt, the contact noticed smoke coming from the engine compartment. The vehicle was
towed to car lock kia located at greensboro Ave, tuscaloosa, al where it was diagnosed that the
engine assembly, battery, and starter were defective and needed to replaced. The vehicle was
repaired. Upon doing research, the contact found that the vehicle was included in NHTSA
campaign number: 17v engine and engine cooling. The manufacturer was notified of the failure.
The failure mileage was approximately , While driving 65 mph, the vehicle stalled and all the
lights in the instrument cluster illuminated. The contact was able to restart the vehicle. The
contact called fuller kia auto park dr, chula vista, CA and was informed to bring the vehicle in
the next week. However, the failure recurred. The contact was unable to restart the vehicle and
saw smoke coming from the engine compartment. There was no visible fire. The fire department
was not contacted and there were no injuries. The vehicle was towed to the contact's house and
then to fuller kia where it was diagnosed that the starter failed and the engine seized. Both
components needed to be replaced. The dealer stated that the starter failure was a result of the
contact attempting to restart the vehicle. The starter failure was not covered under the recall, so
the contact would be required to pay for the starter replacement. The vehicle was not repaired.
The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and agreed with the dealer. The approximate
failure mileage was 94, Consumer writes in regards to melted wiring harness that's is connected
to starter. The consumer stated the after purchasing the vehicle in February, by July the motor
needed to be replaced. The vehicle died while being driven. Within of the motor being repaired,
the started failed. The starter was repaired, but the failure recurred. The contact stated that the
vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was coasted off the road and was unable to restart.
The vehicle and the motor locked up with the presence of smoke from the starter when the
contact made several attempts to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was towed to the contact's
residence and then towed to the dealer. The approximate failure mileage was , March while
traveling on highway at 65 mph and passing a slow moving vehicle car lost power, became
difficult to steer and unresponsive. We were lucky that we were right by rest area and coasted
safely. Car was towed to kia dealer and diagnosed to be engine failure. The engine was
inspected and per dealer it was pristine, kia decided to cover under warranty approx 98k miles.
Dealer stated that per kia it was due possibly to non oem oil filter nice. When we got the car
back it did not want to start occasionally, where it hesitated especially as temperatures
increased. Noticed dealer, dealer took it in verified battery and starter were to spec. In June on a
hot day car almost did not start, set an appointment with dealer for later in the week. Next day
car did not start, was towed to dealer and diagnosed to week starter. Starter was replaced and
car started on for one day, the second day temperatures increased and car was dead with
similar electrical meltdown, also noticed fog lights were not working after bulb replacement.
Dealer diagnosed with kia to bad engine again due to tolerances causing friction and more heat.
Spoke to kia and started a case but they just want to replace the engine again and not discuss
potential issues with electrical harness compromise and ongoing issue with engine failing for
no reason. This car is scarry and hope it does not start on fire when the third engine fails. While
driving 70 mph on the highway my kia Optima engine shut down and would not accelerate and
the brakes would not function. Luckily, I safely made it to the far shoulder of the highway only
to find that my car was smoking and smelled like something was burning. Had to get the car
towed to the dealership and they informed the engine needs to be replaced and the starter is

also fried. I have seen four complaints so far of kia Optima's with the same issue and am sure I
will find more. That seems like too much of a coincidence that it happens so frequently with
these models and there isn't any sort of recall. No breaks at 70 mph is pretty dangerous. I have
contacted my attorney and hope this manufacturer will do the right thing. The contacts owns a
kia Optima. While driving at 30 mph, the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was towed to a dealer
where it was diagnosed that the starter needed to replaced. The failure mileage was 57, Tl- the
contact owns a kia Optima. The contact stated that while traveling at approximately 50 mph
attempting to slow down for a stop light, the vehicle stalled with no warning and the vehicle
failed to restart. The vehicle was towed to an authorized dealer who diagnosed that the starter
burned out and that the engine seized. The dealer replaced the starter and was not able to
diagnose the source of the failure. It was stated to the contact that a more extensive diagnosis
was required and the engine needed to be taken apart. The engine failure was not repaired by
the dealer. The vehicle was not able to be driven. The approximate failure mileage was not
available. Tl-the contact owns a kia Optima. The contact stated that after starting the vehicle,
flames started to emit from underneath the hood due to the wiring near the starter. The vehicle
was not taken to the dealer. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was
not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , After returning from work and parking my
vehicle at home, the car sat in my driveway in 40 degree weather for approximately 12 hrs. I
woke up the next morning and found my car on fire and is a total loss. The police and fire
department were called and dispatched to my home. The fire department extinguished the fire
and determined it was probably an electrical fire. There is no remote starter installed or any
other accessories installed in the vehicle after purchase. The fire started in the engine
compartment and started spontaneously, perhaps due to a manufacturer defect in the electrical
system. I was about an hour away from leaving with this car to return to my office and I am
concerned it could of started while I was in it, perhaps causing injuries or death. I am also
concerned that if this could happen to me, that there are other vehicles with the same faulty
electrical system and it could happen to someone else. I believe kia has a hidden manufacturing
defect as was described in my incident, and its very possible it exists on other kia vehicles.
Although the car is damaged beyond repair, I welcome and encourage kia to take the vehicle
back to assure it doesn't happen again to anyone else. I was leaving work pm and got in my car,
but it would not start. I tried for 20 minutes before I called kia ledgen dealership for help. They
told me where to put the aux key starter inside the glove box area. After several attempts the car
still would not start. They told me a would have to call the number to get a jump or have my car
towed. I found a CO-worker who gave me a jump and the car started right up. Started right up
and had no problems until my wife and I went to the mall today Dec 28 and my car would no
start again. I thought we were going to get stranded or needed to find a jump. After 5 attempts it
finally started and I took my car back to the dealership and they said they could not duplicate
the problem so there was nothing they could do. After stating that I read about other kia owners
having the same problem they decided to keep it over night. Are there other owners with similar
problems that can lead me in the right direction to get this problem fixed?. My kia Optima ex will
not start if it sits for a day or so something is killing or draining my battery I've replaced the
battery,the starter,and the alternator it has to be an electrical problem also my right front door
want open you have to use the key to get in something is still on while the car is off. The contact
stated the vehicle was included in NHTSA campaign number 03v electrical system:starter
assembly. The manufacturer informed the contact that the repairs were made prior to the
contact owning the vehicle. While the vehicle was parked the contact was unable to turn the
vehicle off. The contact had to disconnect the battery in order to turn the vehicle off. The vehicle
would also stall while driving. The vehicle also failed to start intemittently; however, the failures
became progressively worse over time and failed to start. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
for diagnostic testing where the technicians were unable to diagnose the failure. The
approximate failure mileage was unknown. The contact researched her insurance agency's
website and noticed a recall for the crank position sensor. While driving at an unknown speed,
the vehicle automatically stopped. She took the vehicle to another dealer and the vehicle was
repaired at the contacts expense. The powertrain was unknown. The failure mileage was 74, and
current mileage was 77, Towed car to gas station and had it jumped. Did not help. Towed to a
mechanic shop, where I was told that it was the crankshaft position sensor that needed to be
repaired. This part was found to be defective in kia Optimas in and Dealers will replace affected
parts. I called the kia dealership which said that my VIN number was not affected in the recall. I
find it a bit ironic, and I am now filing this complaint that my vehicle should be included. Car
Problems. Starter problem of the Kia Motor Optima 1. Starter problem of the Kia Motor Optima 2.
Starter problem of the Kia Motor Optima 3. Starter problem of the Kia Motor Optima 4. Starter
problem of the Kia Motor Optima 5. Starter problem of the Kia Motor Optima 6. Starter problem

of the Kia Motor Optima 7. Starter problem of the Kia Motor Optima 8. Starter problem of the Kia
Motor Optima 9. Starter problem of the Kia Motor Optima Electrical System problems. Horn
Assembly problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Wiring problems. Power Door Locks Not
Working problems. Battery Dead problems. Instrument Panel problems. Ignition Switch
problems. This range covers an average Starter Replacement. Tell us your car to get a
guaranteed price from RepairSmith. The starter helps the car start. As for power, the starter gets
its juice from the battery. It probably goes without saying that your starter gets a lot of use.
Every time you use your car, the starter motor has to spring into action. And since it gets used
so much, it can wear down rather easily, at which point it will need to be replaced. Did you really
need me to tell you this one? The name is right there, and I just explained it. Do the math. End of
story. But if the starter is just starting to die, and kind of hanging on to life, then you might
experience intermittent starting. Or, of course, it could be a battery issue. There are two noises
associated with failing starters. That noise is due to the starter motor spinning, without being
attached to the flywheel. The urgency of a starter replacement is entirely dependent on how
much you like driving your car. Not sure? Let us diagnose. What is a Starter? Symptoms of a
failing Starter How urgent is a Starter replacement? Related repairs How can we help? Nov 21,
Nov 15, Nov 3, Nov 2, Oct 31, Oct 30, Oct 29, Oct 22, Oct 20, Oct 1, Get a Quote 1-Year 12,Mile
Warranty. How urgent is a Starter replacement? How can we help? RepairSmith is here to make
car repair easy. There are 7 choices for the Kia Optima Starter!!! Choose Your Option. We offer
an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more
local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Starter for Kia Optima Attention! Filters Items. Price
Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This is an original used OEM Starter
that's guaranteed to fit a Kia Optima with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications.
Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so
please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details.
Update Your Location. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or
errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Car has not wanted to start 5 times. First
started in November While driving on the highway, is has completely shut down twice in the
middle of traffic and would not start. Battery discharge warning came on so I got a new battery
but still continued to have the same problem. I thought my key fob stopped working I took it to
the dealership had it tested and they said it was fine. They said it had to be the wiring in my car
for my alarm system. About 4 months ago I was going to get into my car. I put my key in the dot

unlocked it pulled my door open and my car alarm started going off. I tried everything possible
to get it to turn off. Finally after about 3 minutes it just stopped. Never happen again until a
week ago. Same scenario. Then 2 days ago same scenario. This vehicle has an electrical
burning odor quite often, after having driven short or long distances. Please require Kia to
source the issue and repair, at their cost, the issue before this vehicle starts a fire!!! Search
CarComplaints. My Kia Optima displayed several electrical issues with radio panel, warning
lights on dash, seat belt warning on while buckled and driving, and doors would lock on their
own weeks prior to the car giving out on me after a quarter of a mile drive. It would not start at
all. Mechanic thought it was a starter issue but turned out that the engine locked. Now this My
car is parked in the driveway at my job. It had been parked there since pm. At 11 pm I went
outside after clocking out and it would not crank. However, all my lights in the inside and on my
dashboard remained working. Upon trying to turn over my key, my car would make a clicking
sound. After ab 10 minutes other things began to fade out such as my lights. I also could not
use my remote key anymore to lock or unlock my doors. I only had this car a month, and it is
still in the condition it was bought in. Car loses power while on the road, engine warning light
comes on. Car can't be driven past 20 mph or so no matter accelerator position. Car has been
taken to dealer sevral times and a cause still unknown. Dealership changed engine cable
harness and reset comuter apparently settings were scrambled and car then is functional. Last
time, car lost power in highway and almost got rear-ended. Push the start button and car did not
start tried the 30 second rule car just sizzled after about 10 tries car start but cut it off does
same thing my car was parked in driveway or at work and it cuts off in traffic engine was
replaced last year due to recall battery has been replaced parking light on one side is out when
replacing it car also would not start - Cowpens, SC, USA. Car losses power suddenly and
lurches. This has happend when car is cruising at highway speeds or when started, stationary.
Once that happens car may have to be restarted to work again. Sometimes that works,
sometimes it does not. When it persists for a while, maximum speed is about 5 mph if started
from a stop. Engine warning light comes on and the code P throttle actuator motor current
range is shown by an obd. The problem has ocurred before. Dealer initially changed throttle but
problem recurred. The issue was eventually tracked to a faulty engine cable harness. The whole
engine harness had to be replaced. However, problem is ocurring again a year later. While I was
driving the car, I stopped at a stop light, and realized that my car was on fire from the engine
area. The electrical shorted out and I was locked in the car, I had to manually hold the electric
lock to be able to escape from the car. It was engulfed in flames. I have had two head on
collisions with my Kia Optima, neither were major but impact was above 30mph in both cases.
During both incidents neither time did airbags ever deploy. One would think airbags would have
deployed in those situations, but they did not. Additionally since I purchased the car I have had
electrical problems that the manufacturer could not fix. After hearing about airbags and
electrical issues relating to the Kia forte and Hyundai sonatas I believe this airbag issue could
be effecting a wider range of vehicles possibly including Kia sorrentos as well. I hear a loud
ticking. Burning oil. At least 5 times, while excelerating car takes off real fast. Hard to control,
keep it on the road. Pulls to the right. Had to replace tires only have 41K miles. Paint chips. I
have complained to dealers at least times. Covers everything I reported. The contact owns a Kia
Optima. The contact stated that the vehicle was involved in a front end collision after losing
functionality of various electrical systems. The failure occurred without warning. The air bags
did not deploy. Prior to the crash, the vehicle was taken to valley hi Kia civic dr, victorville, ca ,
but the failure was not diagnosed until the second time it was brought in for driving abnormally.
The dealer diagnosed that the electronic system, motor mount, and transmission were defective
and needed to be replaced. The dealer banned the contact from returning. The contact took the
vehicle to Kia of orange w katella ave, orange, ca where it was diagnosed that the vehicle was
included in NHTSA campaign number: 17V engine and engine cooling ; however, the contact did
not receive a recall notice. The recall was remedied, but no other repairs were performed. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. A police report was filed. The vehicle was towed. There
was one injury that required medical attention. The contact suffered lower back, hip, and head
injuries. The failure mileage was approximately 56, I honked my horn and pressed on my brakes
due to another car making an unsafe lane change into my lane. Simultaneously, as I honked the
horn the engine light displayed on then went off immediately after I lifted off of the horn. My car
had the ability to still accelerate but, it was extremely slow to pick up speed. Furthermore, every
time I had to slow down or come to a complete stop my car was extremely slow to pick up
speed. Every symptom lasted until I parked my car that day. I returned to my car hours later and
turned it on and it was like the car reset itself. While driving 60 mph, the vehicle experienced a
loss of engine power. The contact also noticed black smoke and various electrical functions
operated independently. Also, the check engine and oil warning indicators illuminated. There

was no fire. The vehicle was towed to carmax and then towed to Kia southside atlantic blvd,
jacksonville, fl where it was confirmed that the vehicle was included in NHTSA campaign
number: 17V engine and engine cooling. The contact was never notified of the recall. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure and asked why a notification was not received. The
manufacturer provided case number: and informed the contact that NHTSA was supposed to
notify the contact of the defects on the vehicle. The failure mileage was approximately 74, While
driving 70 mph, the steering wheel went from loose to tight and the traction control, auto hold,
eps, check engine, tire pressure, and ABS warning indicators illuminated. The vehicle was taken
to southwest Kia located at lyndon B johnson fwy dallas, tx , where the vehicle was unable to be
diagnosed due to no failure codes. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer opened case
number: and advised the contact to pull over and have the vehicle towed to a dealer if the failure
recurred. The failure mileage was 85, While driving 65 mph, the vehicle stalled and all the lights
in the instrument cluster illuminated. The contact was able to restart the vehicle. The contact
called fuller Kia auto park dr, chula vista, ca and was informed to bring the vehicle in the next
week. However, the failure recurred. The contact was unable to restart the vehicle and saw
smoke coming from the engine compartment. There was no visible fire. The fire department was
not contacted and there were no injuries. The vehicle was towed to the contact's house and
then to fuller Kia where it was diagnosed that the starter failed and the engine seized. Both
components needed to be replaced. The dealer stated that the starter failure was a result of the
contact attempting to restart the vehicle. The starter failure was not covered under the recall, so
the contact would be required to pay for the starter replacement. The manufacturer was made
aware of the failure and agreed with the dealer. The approximate failure mileage was 94, Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. It's much better on your vehicle's engine
to drive it warmed up during those harsh winter months. Give us a call today to see if there's an
option for your vehicle. The Kia Sorento Remote This creates a superb convenience by allowing
you to start your vehicle from up to ft away with clear transmission. This creates a superb
convenience by allowing you to start your vehicle from up to ft away with clear transmission
The Kia Sedona Remote Starter is a comfortable way This creates a superb convenience by
allowing you to start your vehicle from up to ft away with clear The Koup and 5-Door models
have a separate kit. This creates a superb convenience by allowing you to start your vehicle
from If ordering for a or The Remote Start has a FT range and is super convenient. We always
recommend having a Start your vehicle from up to fee away, or stay inside on chilly days and
start your car from the window. Driving a The Remote Starter is convenient especially you want
the vehicle to be We always recommend having a professional certified Kia If ordering for a
Toggle menu. Shop by Category Shop by Model Telluride Quick view. Compare Choose
Options. Compare Add to Cart. Compare Selected. Since , Bosch has developed innovative
productsâ€”including sp It has the exact same structure of the stock starter that was installed
with your motor vehicle as it was released from the automotive factory so you can be certain of
its overall perform Choose Quality We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Starter part. Quantity Sold. Shop Kia Optima Starter.
Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Part Number: MPA Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: NP OE no. Part Number: VLE Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured
Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Denso OE Replacement Starter is the right replacement
when it's time to fix your automobile's electrical system. Valeo is a global company that
engineers thermal, powertrain and other auto Helpful Automoti
mercruiser 43 lx alpha one
rj45 connector wiring diagram
2007 pt cruiser owners manual
ve Resources. Electricity then flows from the battery, through the starter relay, and to the
starter solenoid. Bad Starter Solenoid Symptoms Although you may have heard of a starter
solenoid, you might not know what the part actually does. Basically, the starter solenoid is an
electromechanical device that engages the starter motor. Most starter solenoids are mounted
directly on top of the starter. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. If your engine
cranks normally but does not start, the starter motor is not to blame. Automotive professionals
break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

